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LACEY, WA, MAY 24, 2017 - Retail Management Solutions (RMS), makers of Star-Lite and Star-Plus Point-

of-Sale solutions for pharmacies, today announced that their POS solutions now integrates with the 

Mevesi POS reporting platform. 

Mevesi POS is a comprehensive platform that provides multidimensional reporting, analytics, 

dashboards, charts, and visualizations of pharmacy point of sale data. This data allows pharmacists to 

instantly analyze customer and category trends to make better operational and marketing decisions. 

“Though our Star-Plus and Star-Lite POS solutions for pharmacies offers some of the strongest reporting 

capabilities in the industry, integrating our solutions with Mevesi takes our customer’s data to the next 

level.  Any RMS customer who wants to garner a better understanding of what is happening in their 

store from both a retail and prescription sales perspective will benefit from this new integration,” said 

Mike Gross, VP of Sales and Marketing with RMS.   

With the 2 systems integrating, there are over 30 different data points utilized to generate ad-hoc 

reporting within the Mevesi POS platform.  Data points such as: 

 Transaction information 

 Prescription information 

 Customer information 

 Product information 

 Accounts Receivable information, and 

 Sales tax information. 

“Today’s pharmacies require advanced tools to spot business opportunities. They similarly require the 

proper information to be able to measure performance and analyze their business without taking too 

much time from their day. Mevesi has been celebrating their technology partnership with RMS Point of 

Sale system for several years now; and our clients find it has been an improvement to their business,” 

said Omar Sosa, President of Mevesi 
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“Directly working with Mevesi allowed us to bring this compelling integration to market with many 

powerful reporting tools.  The end result will allow a pharmacy owner to make better business decisions 

with the data their point-of-sale solution is collecting every day,” said Gross. 

 

ABOUT RMS 

Retail Management Solutions is the industry leader in pharmacy point of sale technology for retail and 

outpatient pharmacies. Having installed more POS systems in the independent and outpatient 

pharmacies than any other company, RMS has become the industry standard, and is proud to be the 

only Point-of-Sale provider in the nation that focuses strictly on the pharmacy market. Because of this 

singular focus, and the fact that the owner and CEO grew up working in his father’s pharmacy, RMS 

continues to develop pharmacy POS software and hardware capabilities for pharmacies only. RMS was 

the first to market with electronic signature capture for HIPAA signature compliance, and was the first to 

market with a fully capable, mobile Point-of-Sale device, EvolutionPOS, for the pharmacy market. These 

are just a few examples of how RMS will continue this dedication to improving pharmacy efficiency, 

growth, and profitability. Everything RMS does can be measured by their mission statement, "Making 

our clients the most profitable and customer centric in the industry." For more information, visit 

http://www.rm-solutions.com 

 

ABOUT MEVESI 

Mevesi is the leading business intelligence service provider for independent, small chain, and specialty 

pharmacies. This affordable, powerful and flexible business software provides insight to pharmacies 

faster and easier than ever before, enabling pharmacies to make more accurate business decisions by 

providing revenue, expense and volume dashboards, key performance indicators, and drug, payer and 

market scorecards. Mevesi turns data into a powerful asset that provides pharmacy owners and 

managers with the ability to make data driven decisions every day. For additional information, please 

visit the company's website at: www.mevesi.com. To request a private demonstration for any Mevesi 

product, go to www.mevesi.com/requestdemo and receive promotional discounts. 
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